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ferocious figure, stood on the chair, the mobilisation decree
in his hand. The drummer cried " Listen, listen, open
your ears. The symbol of our liberty wishes words to be
said to you. Long may he live, and the enemy within our
gates may God destroy."
Absolute silence in the centre ; on the outside of the
crowd the stewards of the Palace were beating still noisy
elements into a state of receptibility.
The Ligaba, in a grating voice, read the Imperial
Decree.
The Emperor, who wrote it, bases everything on history:
in life a reforming traditionalist, in diplomacy an authority
on precedent. The preamble to the Decree was a clear
statement of Italian efforts since 1896 and the first Adowa
to break Ethiopia. It culminated by measuring the steps
of the Italian Government in the preparation of its aggression
during the last year.
" Italy prepares a second time to violate our territory" it
read. " The hour is grave. Each of you must rise up, take
up his arms and speed to the appeal of the country for
defence"
" Warmen, gather round your chiefs, obey them with a single
heart and thrust back the invader"
" Ton shall have lands in Eritrea and Somaliland"
" All who ravage the country or steal food from the peasants
will be flogged and shot.'9
" Those who cannot for weakness or infirmity take an
active part in this holy struggle must aid us with their
prayers"
" The feeling of the whole world is in revulsion at the aggression
aimed against us. God will be with us"
" Out into the field. For the Emperor. For the Father-
land."
The whole people rushed forward to the steps, madly
shouting, waving their rifles and crushing Ariel Varges, the
cinematographer, who had clustered with his land at the
bottom of the steps to capture the scene. Some shouted,
" Till now we have had doubts of our Emperor, but now

